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To Live and Dine in L.A
Whether you've never picked up a knife or you're an accomplished chef, there are only four basic factors that determine how good your food
will taste. Salt, Fat, Acid, and Heat are the four cardinal directions of cooking, and they will guide you as you choose which ingredients to use
and how to cook them, and they will tell you why last minute adjustments will ensure that food tastes exactly as it should. This book will
change the way you think about cooking and eating, and help you find your bearings in any kitchen, with any ingredients, while cooking any
meal. --

A Place to Land
Filipino recipes from the the creator of the legendary Eggslut in LA, host of the hit online series The Burger Show, and the most prominent
Filipino chef in the US. Alvin Cailan has risen to become arguably the most high-profile chef in America's Filipino food movement. He took the
food scene by storm when he opened the now-legendary Eggslut in Los Angeles, a foodie cult favorite specializing in affordable but
sophisticated egg sandwiches. Alvin also hosts the popular The Burger Show on First We Feast's YouTube channel, with many episodes
exceeding 1 million views and guests such as Seth Rogen and Padma Lakshmi. Alvin's story of success, however, is an unlikely one. He
emerged from his youth spent as part of an immigrant family in East LA feeling like he wasn't Filipino enough to be Filipino and not American
enough to be an American, thus amboy, the term for a Filipino raised in America. He had to first overcome cultural traditions and family
expectations to find his own path to success, and this unique cookbook tells that story through his recipes.

Appetites
A culinary exploration of Barbuto’s menu—a unique blend of rustic Italian and modern California cuisine—from legendary chef Jonathan
Waxman There are very few New York City restaurants that have maintained their currency, quality, and charm for as long as Jonathan
Waxman’s Barbuto. For the
?rst time ever, The Barbuto Cookbook invites home cooks into the history, culture, and cuisine of the Greenwich
Village dining spot that became both a neighborhood favorite and a New York culinary destination. Jonathan and his team provide the
necessary tools for re-creating Barbuto classics, including the famous JW roast chicken, the otherworldly kale salad, specialty pizzas, gnocchi,
spectacular desserts, and much more. Every recipe is a
avorful restaurant showstopper adapted for straightforward preparation at home.

Marcus Off Duty
The Tartine Way — Not all bread is created equal The Bread Book "the most beautiful bread book yet published" -- The New York Times,
December 7, 2010 Tartine — A bread bible for the home or professional bread-maker, this is the book! It comes from Chad Robertson, a man
many consider to be the best bread baker in the United States, and co-owner of San Francisco’s Tartine Bakery. At 5 P.M., Chad Robertson’s
rugged, magnificent Tartine loaves are drawn from the oven. The bread at San Francisco's legendary Tartine Bakery sells out within an hour
almost every day. Only a handful of bakers have learned the techniques Chad Robertson has developed: To Chad Robertson, bread is the
foundation of a meal, the center of daily life, and each loaf tells the story of the baker who shaped it. Chad Robertson developed his unique
bread over two decades of apprenticeship with the finest artisan bakers in France and the United States, as well as experimentation in his own
ovens. Readers will be astonished at how elemental it is. Bread making the Tartine Way: Now it's your turn to make this bread with your own
hands. Clear instructions and hundreds of step-by-step photos put you by Chad's side as he shows you how to make exceptional and
elemental bread using just flour, water, and salt. If you liked Tartine All Day by Elisabeth Prueitt and Flour Water Salt Yeast by Ken Forkish,
you'll love Tartine Bread!

Tartine Bread
As a new generation of activists demands an end to racism, A Place to Land reflects on Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech and
the movement that it galvanized. Winner of the Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding Nonfiction for Children Selected for the Texas Bluebonnet
Master List Much has been written about Martin Luther King, Jr. and the 1963 March on Washington. But there's little on his legendary speech
and how he came to write it. Martin Luther King, Jr. was once asked if the hardest part of preaching was knowing where to begin. No, he said.
The hardest part is knowing where to end. "It's terrible to be circling up there without a place to land." Finding this place to land was what
Martin Luther King, Jr. struggled with, alongside advisors and fellow speech writers, in the Willard Hotel the night before the March on
Washington, where he gave his historic "I Have a Dream" speech. But those famous words were never intended to be heard on that day, not
even written down for that day, not even once. Barry Wittenstein teams up with legendary illustrator Jerry Pinkney to tell the story of how,
against all odds, Martin found his place to land. An ALA Notable Children's Book A Capitol Choices Noteworthy Title Nominated for an NAACP
Image Award A Bank Street Best Book of the Year A Notable Social Studies Trade Book for Young People A Booklist Editors' Choice Named
a Best Book of the Year by Publishers Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, and School Library Journal Selected for the CBC Champions of Change
Showcase

Bee-Bim Bop!
Intensely flavorful and inherently healthy, Mediterranean food is one of the world's most appealing cuisines. Mediterranean cooks know how to
make eating a pleasure. They do it simply—with olive oil and garlic; with herbs and spices; with tomatoes and eggplants, peppers and squash,
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figs and peaches, and other seasonal produce. And of course there is crusty bread and local cheese, the freshest yogurt and endless wine. In
this authoritative and anecdotal cookbook, award-winning author Martha Rose Shulman captures the vibrant flavors of the Mediterranean
region in more than 500 delicious vegetarian dishes that will appeal to everyone. The book represents years of meticulous research gleaned
from Shulman's travels through France, Spain, Italy, the Balkans, Greece, Turkey, North Africa, and the Middle East. She presents authentic
contemporary variations as well. You'll dine with her in Greek olive groves, feast on recipes handed down from mother to daughter for
generations, and she offers her own tomatoes and fresh sardines in Croatia, savor coffee gelato in the streets of Bologna. At every turn in the
road there is a new culinary reward. Whether you are a vegetarian or a dedicated meat eater, Shulman's recipes are substantial enough to
satisfy any appetite. Included are such tempting creations as Majorcan Bread and Vegetable Soup, Provenc al Chick Pea Salad, Pasta with
Ligurian Artichoke Sauce, Greek Cauliflower Gratin with Feta and Olives, Balkan-Style Moussaka, North African Carrot "Compote," and Sweet
Dessert Couscous with Citrus and Pomegranate. There is also an entire chapter devoted to the renowned "little foods" of the Mediterranean:
tapas from Spain, antipasti and merende from Italy; meze from the eastern and southern Mediterranean, and more. In addition, the book
features a glossary of useful cookware and indispensable pantry staples and the best online sources for hard-to-find ingredients. As Martha
Rose Shulman herself says, "Mediterranean food enthralls me." Readers of Mediterranean Harvest will be enthralled as well.

All about Cake
Go off the clock with Christina Tosi of Momofuku Milk Bar as she bakes one-bowl treats, grills with skills, and embraces simple, nostalgic—and
often savory—recipes made from supermarket ingredients. For anyone addicted to crack pie , compost cookies , and cake truffles, here are
their savory counterparts—such as Kimcheezits with Blue Cheese Dip, Burnt Honey–Butter Kale with Sesame Seeds, and Choose Your Own
Adventure Chorizo Burgers—along with enough make-at-home sweets to satisfy a cookie-a-day habit. Join Christina and friends as they cook
their way through “weaknights,” sleepovers, and late-night snack attacks to make mind-blowingly delicious meals with whatever is in the
pantry.

Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix
Describes the L.A. street cook's life, including working in his family's restaurant as a child, figuring out what he wanted to do with his life, and
his success with his food truck and restaurant.

Amboy
Describes the L.A. street cook's life, including working in his family's restaurant as a child, figuring out what he wanted to do with his life, and
his success with his food truck and restaurant.

Freedom on the Menu
Contemporary Los Angeles can increasingly be considered a part of Latin America. Only 200 miles from the border with Mexico, it has the
largest, most diverse population of Latinos in the United States—and reportedly the second largest population of Mexicans outside of Mexico
City. It also has one of the most diverse representations of Latino gastronomy in the United States, featuring the cuisine of nearly every region
of Mexico, countries such as Peru, Argentina, Guatemala and El Salvador, as well as an incredible variety of Asian-Latin fusion cuisine.
Despite the expansion of Latino cuisine's popularity in Los Angeles and the celebrity of many Latino chefs, there is a stark divide between
what is available at restaurants and food trucks and what is available to many low-income, urban Latinos who live in food deserts. In these
areas, access to healthy, affordable, culturally appropriate foods is a daily challenge. Food-related diseases, particularly diabetes and obesity,
plague these communities. In the face of this crisis, grassroots organizations, policy-makers and local residents are working to improve access
and affordability through a growing embrace of traditional cuisine, an emergent interest in the farm-to-table movement, and the work of local
organizations. Angelinos are creating alternatives to the industrial food system that offer hope for Latino food culture and health in Los Angeles
and beyond. This book provides an overview of contemporary L.A.’s Latino food culture, introducing some of the most important chefs in the
Latino food scene, and discussing the history and impact of Latino street food on culinary variety in Los Angeles. Along with food culture, the
book also discusses alternative sources of healthy food for low-income communities: farmers markets, community and school gardens, urban
farms, and new neighborhood markets that work to address the inequalities in access and affordability for Latino residents. By making the
connection between Latino food culture and the Latino communities’ food related health issues, this study approaches the issue from a unique
perspective.

Anthony Bourdain Remembered
A visually stunning look at innovative and eye-popping measures used to protect ships during World War I. During World War I, British and
American ships were painted with bold colors and crazy patterns from bow to stern. Why would anyone put such eye-catching designs on
ships? Desperate to protect ships from German torpedo attacks, British lieutenant-commander Norman Wilkinson proposed what became
known as dazzle. These stunning patterns and colors were meant to confuse the enemy about a ship's speed and direction. By the end of the
war, more than four thousand ships had been painted with these mesmerizing designs. Author Chris Barton and illustrator Victo Ngai vividly
bring to life this little-known story of how the unlikely and the improbable became just plain dazzling.

Matty Matheson: Home Style Cookery
Named a Best New Cookbook of Fall 2019 by the New York Times, Food & Wine, Epicurious, Grub Street, and more “I will keep this book
forever in my collection because no one cooking today is doing more to help the Southern culinary flame burn brighter.” —New York Times
“Masterful. . . . Mouthwatering, virtuosic.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review Southern food is one of the most beloved and delicious cuisines
in America. And who better to give us the key elements of Southern cuisine than Sean Brock, the award-winning chef and Southern-food
crusader. In South, Brock shares his recipes for key components of the cuisine, from grits and fried chicken to collard greens and corn bread.
Recipes can be mixed and matched to make a meal or eaten on their own. Taken together, they make up the essential elements of Southern
cuisine, from fried green tomatoes to smoked baby back ribs and from tomato okra stew to biscuits. Regional differences are highlighted in
recipes for shrimp and grits, corn bread, fried chicken, and more. Includes key Southern knowledge too: how to fry, how to care for cast iron,
how to cook over a hearth, and more. This is the book fans of Sean Brock have been waiting for, and it’s the book Southern-food lovers the
world over will use as their bible.
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Food, Health, and Culture in Latino Los Angeles
A Korean-American girl celebrates food and family in this cheerful picture book about cooking with Mama by Newbery Medalist Linda Sue
Park. Bee-bim bop (the name translates as “mix-mix rice”) is a traditional Korean dish of rice topped, and then mixed, with meat and
vegetables. In bouncy rhyming text, a hungry child tells about helping her mother make bee-bim bop: shopping, preparing ingredients, setting
the table, and finally sitting down with her family to enjoy a favorite meal. The energy and enthusiasm of the young narrator are conveyed in
the whimsical illustrations, which bring details from the artist’s childhood in Korea to his depiction of a modern Korean American family. Even
young readers who aren’t familiar with the dish will recognize the pride that comes from helping Mama, the fun of mixing ingredients together
in a bowl, and the pleasure of sharing delicious food. Includes author’s own recipe.

L.A. Son
The 1960 civil rights sit-ins at the Woolworth's lunch counter in Greensboro, North Carolina, are seen through the eyes of a young Southern
black girl.

Alice Waters and the Trip to Delicious
A moving and insightful collection of quotes, memories, and images celebrating the life of Anthony Bourdain When Anthony Bourdain died in
June 2018, the outpouring of love from his fans around the world was momentous. The tributes spoke to his legacy: That the world is much
smaller than we imagine and people are more alike than they are different. As Bourdain once said, “If I’m an advocate of anything, it’s to
move⋯Walk in someone else’s shoes or at least eat their food.” Anthony Bourdain Remembered brings together memories and anecdotes
from fans reminiscing about Bourdain’s unique achievements and his enduring effect on their lives as well as comments from chefs,
journalists, filmmakers, musicians, and writers inspired by Tony including Barack Obama, Eric Ripert, Jill Filipovic, Ken Burns, Questlove, and
Jos Andr s, among many others. These remembrances give us a glimpse of Tony’s widespread impact through his political and social
commitments; his dedication to travel and eating well (and widely); and his love of the written word, along with his deep compassion, openmindedness, and interest in lives different from his own. Anthony Bourdain Remembered captures Tony’s inimitable spirit and passion in the
words of his devoted fans as well as some of his closest friends and colleagues.

Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat
From celebrated blogger Sarah Kieffer of The Vanilla Bean Baking Blog! 100 Cookies is a go-to baking resource featuring 100 recipes for
cookies and bars, organized into seven chapters. Chocolatey, fruity, crispy, chewy, classic, inventive—there's a foolproof recipe for the perfect
treat for everyone in this book. • Introduces innovative baking techniques • Includes an entire chapter dedicated to Kieffer's "pan banging"
technique that ensures crisp edges and soft centers for the most delicious cookies • Nearly every recipe is accompanied by a photograph.
Recipes range from the Classic Chocolate Chip made three different ways, to bars, brownies, and blondies that reflect a wide range of flavors
and global inspiration. This is the comprehensive-yet-charming cookbook every cookie lover (or those who love to bake cookies) needs. •
Recipes include Marshmallow Peanut Butter Brownies, Olive Oil Sugar Cookies with Blood Orange Glaze, Red Wine Cherry Cheesecake
Swirl Bars, and Pan-Banging Ginger Molasses, S'mores Cookies, Snickerdoodles, and more • A great pick for the home baker who loves
cookies, as well as fans of Sarah Kieffer's blog and Instagram • You'll love this book if you love cookbooks like Sally's Cookie Addiction by
Sally McKenney; Dorie's Cookies by Dorie Greenspan; and The Perfect Cookie: Your Ultimate Guide to Foolproof Cookies, Brownies & Bars
by America's Test Kitchen.

Chinese Heritage Cooking From My American Kitchen
Anthony Bourdain is a man of many appetites. And for many years, first as a chef, later as a world-traveling chronicler of food and culture on
his CNN series Parts Unknown, he has made a profession of understanding the appetites of others. These days, however, if he’s cooking, it’s
for family and friends. Appetites, his first cookbook in more than ten years, boils down forty-plus years of professional cooking and globetrotting to a tight repertoire of personal favorites—dishes that everyone should (at least in Mr. Bourdain’s opinion) know how to cook. Once the
supposed "bad boy" of cooking, Mr. Bourdain has, in recent years, become the father of a little girl—a role he has embraced with enthusiasm.
After years of traveling more than 200 days a year, he now enjoys entertaining at home. Years of prep lists and the hyper-organization
necessary for a restaurant kitchen, however, have caused him, in his words, to have "morphed into a psychotic, anally retentive, bad-tempered
Ina Garten." The result is a home-cooking, home-entertaining cookbook like no other, with personal favorites from his own kitchen and from his
travels, translated into an effective battle plan that will help you terrify your guests with your breathtaking efficiency.

The Hunter Chef Cookbook
"A panoramic experience that tells the story of Beastie Boys by band members ADROCK and Mike D"--Provided by publisher.

Opera Patisserie
Long a favorite of in-the-know foodies, Korean cuisine is a hot food trend, with dishes like bibimbap and kimchi popping up on menus
nationwide. In a PBS series, Marja Vongerichten and three-star Michelin chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten gave viewers an insider's look at
Korea as they travel the country and experience its authentic flavors and cultural traditions. As the show's companion cookbook, The Kimchi
Chronicles includes a recipe for every dish featured, explaining how they can be easily duplicated in an American kitchen. Chef Vongerichten
also offers original dishes with a lighter, modern flair, showing how the flavors of the Korean table can be readily integrated into any meal. For
lovers of Korean food, those eager to experiment in search of an accessible introduction to this intriguing cuisine, and readers who just want a
little taste of culinary and cultural exploration outside the Western Hemisphere, The Kimchi Chronicles is sure to provide plenty of inspiration,
information, and entertainment.

Dazzle Ships
The highly anticipated complement to the New York Times bestselling Momofuku cookbook, Momofuku Milk Bar reveals the recipes for the
innovative, addictive cookies, pies, cakes, ice creams, and more from the wildly popular Milk Bar bakery. Momofuku Milk Bar shares the
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recipes for Christina Tosi’s fantastic desserts—the now-legendary riffs on childhood flavors and down-home classics (all essentially derived
from ten mother recipes)—along with the compelling narrative of the unlikely beginnings of this quirky bakery’s success. It all started one day
when Momofuku founder David Chang asked Christina to make a dessert for dinner that night. Just like that, the pastry program at Momofuku
began. Christina’s playful desserts, including the compost cookie, a chunky chocolate-chip cookie studded with crunchy salty pretzels and
coffee grounds; the crack pie, a sugary-buttery confection as craveable as the name implies; the cereal milk ice cream, made from everyone’s
favorite part of a nutritious breakfast—the milk at the bottom of a bowl of cereal; and the easy layer cakes that forgo fancy frosting in favor of
unfinished edges that hint at the yumminess inside helped the restaurants earn praise from the New York Times and the Michelin Guide and
led to the opening of Milk Bar, which now draws fans from around the country and the world. With all the recipes for the bakery’s most beloved
desserts—along with ones for savory baked goods that take a page from Chang’s Asian-flavored cuisine, such as Kimchi Croissants with Blue
Cheese—and 100 color photographs, Momofuku Milk Bar makes baking irresistible off-beat treats at home both foolproof and fun.

Farmer Will Allen and the Growing Table
The book that 5 million fans of Binging with Babish on YouTube have been waiting for! The internet cooking show Binging with Babish has
taken YouTube by storm with views as high as 12 million per episode. For each video, Andrew Rea, a self-proclaimed movie and TV buff,
teaches a recipe based on a favorite TV show or film, such as the babka from the classic Seinfeld episode, the beef bourguignon from Julie &
Julia, or the timpano from Big Night. This cookbook includes these and other fan-favorite recipes. Some are so delicious that you’ll want to
make them for dinner right away, like Bubba's shrimp from Forrest Gump, while others can be saved for impressing a loved one—like the
chocolate lava cake from Jon Favreau’s Chef, which the actor/director (who also wrote the foreword) asked to make during a guest
appearance on Rea’s show. Complete with behind-the-scenes stories and never-seen-before photos, as well as answers to frequently asked
fan questions, Binging with Babish is a must-have companion to the wildly popular YouTube show.

Mediterranean Harvest
Unwind with 150 relaxed, multicultural dishes from the award-winning celebrity chef and New York Times–bestselling author! Born in Ethiopia,
raised in Sweden, and trained in European kitchens, Marcus Samuelsson is a world citizen turned American culinary icon—the youngest chef
ever to receive three stars from the New York Times, a five-time James Beard Award recipient, a winner of Top Chef Masters, and a judge on
Chopped. He was even chosen to cook President Obama’s first state dinner. In Marcus Off-Duty, the chef former president Bill Clinton says
“has reinvigorated and reimagined what it means to be American” serves up the dishes he makes at his Harlem home for his wife and friends.
The recipes blend a rainbow of the flavors he has experienced in his travels: Ethiopian, Swedish, Mexican, Caribbean, Italian, and Southern
soul. With these recipes, you too can enjoy his eclectic, casual food—including Dill-Spiced Salmon; Coconut-Lime Curried Chicken; Mac,
Cheese, and Greens; Chocolate Pie Spiced with Indian Garam Masala; and for kids, Peanut Noodles with Slaw . . . and much more. “Highly
recommended for adventurous and well-traveled home cooks, as well as fans of Susan Feniger’s Street Food.” —Library Journal

Food Safari
A former basketball star, Farmer Will Allen is an innovator, educator, and community builder. When he looked at an abandoned city lot he saw
a huge table, big enough to feed the whole world. This is the inspiring story of his determination to bring good food to every table.

Lucky Rice
Chef Matty Matheson follows up his New York Times bestseller with an even bigger book that is all about quality home cooking. Matty returns
with 135 of his absolute favorite recipes to cook at home for his family and friends, so you can cook them for the people you love. Home Style
Cookery is his definitive guide to mastering your kitchen, covering everything from pantry staples (breads, stocks, and pickles) to party
favorites (dips, fried foods, and grilled meats), to weeknight go-tos (stews, pastas, salads), and special occasion show-stoppers (roasts,
smoked meats, and desserts). It starts with basics like Molasses Bread in an Apple Juice Can, Beef and Bone Marrow Stock, Kitchen Sink
Salad, Thanksgiving Stuffing Butternut Squash, and the tallest Seven-Layer Dip you have ever seen. Next it covers comforting recipes like
Littleneck Clam Orecchiette, Pho Ga, Sichuan Newfoundland Cod, Double Beef Patty Melt with Gruyere and Molasses Bread, and Matty’s
take on the ultimate Submarine sandwich. And it closes with bangers like Fish Sticks with Kewpie Tartar Sauce, Salt Crust Leg of Lamb and
Yukon Golds with Creamed Spinach, Texas-Style Prime Rib, T-bone Steak and Fine Herb Chimichurri, and Lobster Thermidor with Bearnaise
and Salt and Vinegar Chips. It even has desserts like his wife Trish’s Chocolate Chip Cookies and Creme Caramel. In Home Style Cookery,
Matty shares his bold style of cooking. Along with beautiful photographs of Matty’s dishes and his farm, this book is filled with signature recipes
that are equal parts approachable and tasty. Matty’s first book shared his culinary story, Home Style Cookery will help you build yours.

Momofuku Milk Bar
The founder of the five-city LuckyRice festival presents a collection of recipes inspired by the contemporary flavors of Asian cuisine in a range
of cultures, sharing insight into their culinary traditions while adapting classic flavors for modern American kitchens.

Binging with Babish
"Inspiring"--Danny Meyer, CEO, Union Square Hospitality Group; Founder, Shake Shack; and author, Setting the Table James Beard Awardwinning food journalist Kevin Alexander traces an exhilarating golden age in American dining--with a new Afterword addressing the
devastating consequences of the coronavirus pandemic on the restaurant industry Over the past decade, Kevin Alexander saw American
dining turned on its head. Starting in 2006, the food world underwent a transformation as the established gatekeepers of American culinary
creativity in New York City and the Bay Area were forced to contend with Portland, Oregon. Its new, no-holds-barred, casual fine-dining style
became a template for other cities, and a culinary revolution swept across America. Traditional ramen shops opened in Oklahoma City. Craft
cocktail speakeasies appeared in Boise. Poke bowls sprung up in Omaha. Entire neighborhoods, like Williamsburg in Brooklyn, and cities like
Austin, were suddenly unrecognizable to long-term residents, their names becoming shorthand for the so-called hipster movement. At the
same time, new media companies such as Eater and Serious Eats launched to chronicle and cater to this developing scene, transforming
nascent star chefs into proper celebrities. Emerging culinary television hosts like Anthony Bourdain inspired a generation to use food as the
lens for different cultures. It seemed, for a moment, like a glorious belle epoque of eating and drinking in America. And then it was over. To tell
this story, Alexander journeys through the travails and triumphs of a number of key chefs, bartenders, and activists, as well as restaurants and
neighborhoods whose fortunes were made during this veritable gold rush--including Gabriel Rucker, an originator of the 2006 Portland
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restaurant scene; Tom Colicchio of Gramercy Tavern and Top Chef fame; as well as hugely influential figures, such as Andr Prince Jeffries of
Prince's Hot Chicken Shack in Nashville; and Carolina barbecue pitmaster Rodney Scott. He writes with rare energy, telling a distinctly
American story, at once timeless and cutting-edge, about unbridled creativity and ravenous ambition. To "burn the ice" means to melt down
whatever remains in a kitchen's ice machine at the end of the night. Or, at the bar, to melt the ice if someone has broken a glass in the well. It
is both an end and a beginning. It is the firsthand story of a revolution in how Americans eat and drink.

Secrets of the Best Chefs
A practical guide to organic eating for readers who live in urban environments challenges popular misconceptions about organic foods in
today's grocery stores, shares advice on how to create an organic kitchen, and provides numerous seasonal recipes. Original. 25,000 first
printing.

Momofuku
Los Angeles: A patchwork megalopolis defined by its unlikely cultural collisions; the city that raised and shaped Roy Choi, the boundarybreaking chef who decided to leave behind fine dining to feed the city he loved—and, with the creation of the Korean taco, reinvented street
food along the way. Abounding with both the food and the stories that gave rise to Choi's inspired cooking, L.A. Son takes us through the
neighborhoods and streets most tourists never see, from the hidden casinos where gamblers slurp fragrant bowls of pho to Downtown's
Jewelry District, where a ten-year-old Choi wolfed down Jewish deli classics between diamond deliveries; from the kitchen of his parents'
Korean restaurant and his mother's pungent kimchi to the boulevards of East L.A. and the best taquerias in the country, to, at last, the curbside
view from one of his emblematic Kogi taco trucks, where people from all walks of life line up for a revolutionary meal. Filled with over 85
inspired recipes that meld the overlapping traditions and flavors of L.A.—including Korean fried chicken, tempura potato pancakes, homemade
chorizo, and Kimchi and Pork Belly Stuffed Pupusas—L.A. Son embodies the sense of invention, resourcefulness, and hybrid attitude of the
city from which it takes its name, as it tells the transporting, unlikely story of how a Korean American kid went from lowriding in the streets of
L.A. to becoming an acclaimed chef.

100 Cookies
"To Live and Dine in L.A. is a project of the Library Foundation of Los Angeles, based On The Menu Collection of The Los Angeles Public
Library. This lavish pictorial work celebrates the rich - and untold - history of restaurants and food in the City of Angels"--

The Kimchi Chronicles
The Food Safari ebook takes you on a culinary adventure across the world, exploring ingredients and making the exotic familiar. Learn the
secrets of the following classic recipes: chicken and preserved lemon tajine, beef rending, Thai red duck curry, Mauritian pickled fish, Korean
bulgogi, Vietnamese pho. Discover the rich variety of authentic vegetarian dishes such as spanakopita, stuffed artichokes, fresh tabbouleh, Sri
Lankan mallung and Mexican salsa. Sample sweet and fragrant delicacies and desserts, including luscious pistachio baklawa, decadent
tiramisu, plum jam, and biscuits and black sticky rice with coconut. Award-winning broadcaster and journalist Maeve O’Meara introduces 180
recipes from 34 cuisines in an irresistible celebration of culinary culture.

Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix
Southern comfort food and multicultural recipes from the New York Times best-selling superstar chef Marcus Samuelsson’s iconic Harlem
restaurant. When the James Beard Award-winning chef Marcus Samuelsson opened Red Rooster on Malcolm X Boulevard in Harlem, he
envisioned more than a restaurant. It would be the heart of his neighborhood and a meet-and-greet for both the downtown and the uptown
sets, serving Southern black and cross-cultural food. It would reflect Harlem's history. Ever since the 1930s, Harlem has been a magnet for
more than a million African Americans, a melting pot for Spanish, African, and Caribbean immigrants, and a mecca for artists. These traditions
converge on Rooster’s menu, with Brown Butter Biscuits, Chicken and Waffle, Killer Collards, and Donuts with Sweet Potato Cream. They’re
joined by global-influenced dishes such as Jerk Bacon and Baked Beans, Latino Pork and Plantains, and Chinese Steamed Bass and Fiery
Noodles. Samuelsson’s Swedish-Ethiopian background shows in Ethiopian Spice-Crusted Lamb, Slow-Baked Blueberry Bread with Spiced
Maple Syrup, and the Green Viking, sprightly Apple Sorbet with Caramel Sauce. Interspersed with lyrical essays that convey the flavor of the
place and stunning archival and contemporary photos, The Red Rooster Cookbook is as layered as its inheritance.

Guerrilla Tacos
The definitive word on tacos from native Angeleno Wes Avila, who draws on his Mexican heritage as well as his time in the kitchens of some
of the world's best restaurants to create taco perfection. In a town overrun with taco trucks, Wes Avila's Guerrilla Tacos has managed to win
almost every accolade there is, from being crowned Best Taco Truck by LA Weekly to being called one of the best things to eat in Los Angeles
by legendary food critic Jonathan Gold. Avila's approach stands out in a crowded field because it's unique: the 50 base recipes in this book are
grounded in authenticity but never tied down to tradition. Wes uses ingredients like kurobata sausage and sea urchin, but his bestselling taco
is made from the humble sweet potato. From basic building blocks to how to balance flavor and texture, with comic-inspired illustrations and
stories throughout, Guerrilla Tacos is the final word on tacos from the streets of L.A.

Creekfinding
Once upon a time a creek burbled up and tumbled across a prairie valley. It was filled with insects and brook trout that ate them, frogs that
chirruped and birds watching for bugs and fish. This is a true story about a man named Mike who went looking for that creek long after it was
buried under fields of corn. It is the story of how a creek can be brought back to life, and with it a whole world of nature. In the words of awardwinning author Jacqueline Briggs Martin and the enchanting illustrations by Claudia McGehee, this heartening tale of an ecosystem restored in
the Driftless Area of northeast Iowa unfolds in a way that will charm and inform young readers who are drawn to a good mystery, the wonders
of nature--and, of course, big earth-moving machines.

The Barbuto Cookbook
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In All About Cake, Christina Tosi takes us into the sugar-fueled, manically creative cake universe of Milk Bar. From two-minute microwave
mug cakes to gooey Crock-Pot cakes, from Bundts and pounds to their famous cake truffles and, of course, their signature naked layer cakes,
this book will help bakers of all levels to indulge in flavors like classic Birthday Cake and true originals such as Pretzel Cake with Stout
Ganache and Honey Frosting. Along the way, Tosi reveals the method behind her team's creativity--the formulas and matrices that will allow
you to invent any cake flavor you can imagine.

Beastie Boys Book
With 200,000+ copies in print, this New York Times bestseller shares the story and the recipes behind the chef and cuisine that changed the
modern-day culinary landscape. Never before has there been a phenomenon like Momofuku. A once-unrecognizable word, it's now
synonymous with the award-winning restaurants of the same name in New York City (Momofuku Noodle Bar, Ss m Bar, Ko, M P che, Fuku,
Nishi, and Milk Bar), Toronto, and Sydney. Chef David Chang single-handedly revolutionized cooking in America and beyond with his use of
bold Asian flavors and impeccable ingredients, his mastery of the humble ramen noodle, and his thorough devotion to pork. Chang relays with
candor the tale of his unwitting rise to superstardom, which, though wracked with mishaps, happened at light speed. And the dishes shared in
this book are coveted by all who've dined—or yearned to—at any Momofuku location (yes, the pork buns are here). This is a must-read for
anyone who truly enjoys food.

Grub
Cutting-Edge Chinese Dishes for the Home Cook From growing up in Beijing to attending culinary school in California, to making her name in
the restaurant world and on Top Chef, today Shirley Chung is dishing out new and dazzlingly delicious takes on Chinese cuisine. These
recipes are fresh and inspired, yet approachable for home cooks. Here are a few you won’t want to miss: Sweet-and-Sour Baby Back Ribs,
Five-Spice Seared Duck Breast with Kumquat Mustard, Scallion Pancakes with Hazelnut Pesto, Seared Scallops with Spicy Black Bean
Sauce, Spinach Egg Drop Soup and Beijing-Style Hot Pot. These recipes use simple ingredients and techniques, but have the standout flavor
and texture you expect from top-notch restaurants—no wok required! Plus you’ll find fascinating history and chef’s tips tucked away in the
headnotes and instructions that will make you a better cook. Shirley brings the same lively energy to her book that made her a fan-favorite on
Top Chef. She’ll make you excited to cook, and her recipes—each with a gorgeous photograph—will have you drooling over the pages. With
Shirley in your kitchen, every meal becomes a fun and delicious celebration.

South
"I recognized that Michael Hunter knows what he is talking about the minute I opened this book. Hunter is the kind of guy--and the kind of
work--that you get when you combine passion, creativity, inventiveness, and elbow grease. This book makes me hungry, and Michael Hunter
makes me proud to be a hunter and angler." --Steven Rinella, outdoorsman, host of the TV series and podcast MeatEater, and author The
MeatEater Fish and Game Cookbook Well-known hunter and respected wild-game chef, Michael Hunter, grew up in the great outdoors.
Inspired by the endless bounty of the land, hunting, fishing, foraging, and cooking is a way of life for Hunter. Celebrating the resources of the
wild, The Hunter Chef Cookbook features a collection of over 100 recipes and butchery guides, and stunning food and landscape
photography. The book includes recipes for cooking big game, from moose and bison, to white tail deer and wild boar. Common small game
features include wild turkey, duck, wild goose, ruffed grouse, as well as rabbit and squirrel. Fresh-water and salt-water fish recipes feature
pickerel, wild salmon, rainbow trout, prawns, scallops, and more. A seasoned forager, Hunter offers an array of savoury and sweet recipes,
incorporating wild ingredients, everything from mushrooms and leeks to sumac and berries.

Milk Bar Life
Learn to cook from the best chefs in America Some people say you can only learn to cook by doing. So Adam Roberts, creator of the awardwinning blog The Amateur Gourmet, set out to cook in 50 of America's best kitchens to figure out how any average Joe or Jane can cook like a
seasoned pro. From Alice Waters's garden to Jos Andr s's home kitchen, it was a journey peppered with rock-star chefs and dedicated home
cooks unified by a common passion, one that Roberts understands deeply and transfers to the reader with flair, thoughtfulness, and good
humor: a love and appreciation of cooking. Roberts adapts recipes from Hugh Acheson, Lidia Bastianich, Roy Choi, Harold Dieterle, Sara
Moulton, and more. The culmination of that journey is a cookbook filled with lessons, tips, and tricks from the most admired chefs in America,
including how to properly dress a salad, bake a no-fail piecrust, make light and airy pasta, and stir-fry in a wok, plus how to improve your knife
skills, eliminate wasteful food practices, and create recipes of your very own. Most important, Roberts has adapted 150 of the chefs' signature
recipes into totally doable dishes for the home cook. Now anyone can learn to cook like a pro!

The Red Rooster Cookbook
The latest French patisserie cookbook from award-winning French pastry chef C dric Grolet Op ra P tisserie marks the entrance of the most
talented pastry chef of his generation, C dric Grolet, into the world of boulangerie-p tisserie. This book coincides with the opening of his new
shop in the Op ra district in the heart of Paris. Far from the haute couture pastries designed at palace hotels, with Opera P tisserie, Grolet
returns to the essentials with a collection of hearty and accessible recipes. Follow your senses through the pages to discover the very best
French recipes for viennoiseries, breads, biscuits, pastries, and frozen fruit sorbets. From croissant to mille-feuille, from tarte tatin to .clairs, the
book features 100 fully illustrated desserts we all love. Recipes are organized into chapters that follow the rhythm of the day. At 7 a.m., it’s
time for viennoiseries and breads; at 11 a.m., it’s pastries; at 3 p.m., desserts and frozen fruits; and at 5 p.m., it’s time for the final batch of
bread. Op ra P tisserie is the indispensable book for every pastry lover!

Burn the Ice
Come along with Chef Alice Waters on a wonderful trip to Delicious! She learned as a child, and wants all children to share with her, the joy of
tasting real food that begins not in the kitchen, but in the fields with good soil and caring farmers. This lively presentation hronicles Alice s
passion, from her childhood to her travels to France, and back home to establish the landmark restaurant Chez Panisse and the Edible
Schoolyard project. With an Afterword read by Alice Waters that offers children tips on how to enjoy good food, and a Note read by the author,
this is a delightful and inspiring journey for kids of all ages!
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